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FIRST REVIEWS
 
 
 

“A heartfelt, engaging, bittersweet family drama. A gently scathing take on the gig economy and the
generational divide. Guédiguian moves to the calmer rhythms of classical naturalism.

Working with the same troupe of excellent actors, the performances are all strong. The interplay
between would-be rivals in fatherhood Darroussin and Meylan is perhaps the most touchingly drawn
relationship. Ascaride, much more than her husband’s muse, finds lovely notes to play in Sylvie. It is

unusual to see a woman of Ascaride’s age drawn with such consideration for her internal life.
Guédiguian tells the story of his generation with compassion and insight.”

VARIETY – Jessica Kiang
 

“A downbeat but not despairing portrayal of a world in which moral values and personal ties have become
brutishly devalued, although hope of redemption still prevails.

All the key actors are characteristically on form and nail their characters with absolute
precision. This is especially Meylan’s film, his bear-like loner emerging as a Dostoevskian redeemer and

tower of strength.
The unobtrusive, to-the-point photography helps foreground the essence of the characters while mapping
the latest transformations of the city of Marseilles, Guédiguian’s ever-present backdrop over the years. A

solid addition to his canon. Guédiguian is indeed France’s Ken Loach.”
SCREEN – Jonathan Romney

 
“Thanks to Guédiguian's narrative mastery, Gloria Mundi is never didactic. Guédiguian obviously has not

lost his faith in the people themselves. He persistently pursues his fight for a better world – and we
continue to enjoy watching it because his protagonists never degenerate into a means to an end, but

radiate a warmth that should be worth so much more than all the money in the world.”
★★★★ FILMSTARTS – Christoph Petersen

 
Available worldwide except

France, Switzerland, Italy, Spain, Scandinavia, Greece, Former Yougoslavia, Bulgaria, Turkey, China, Brazil
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